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Three arrested over Hong Kong’s ‘largest-ever’ bomb plot on eve of 
major anti-government protest

Hong Kong police have detained three men after seizing what is being billed

as the largest amount of the deadliest explosives ever uncovered in the city,

along with pro-independence materials, from a home-made laboratory in a

Tsuen Wan industrial building on the eve of another major anti-government

march. Controlled explosions were conducted on site at the Lung Shing

Factory Building on Texaco Road on Saturday as the police bomb squad

disposed of some of the extremely powerful and highly unstable explosives.

US airport security discover ‘souvenir’ missile launcher in 
passenger’s checked luggage

A man has been stopped by airport security in the US because he had

a missile launcher in his luggage. The traveller had placed the military

grade weapon in his checked baggage when flying from Kuwait to

Baltimore/Washington Thurgood Marshall Airport in Maryland. The

passenger told airport staff he wanted to keep the missile launcher as

a “souvenir”. Security staff contacted airport police who detained the

man for questioning. He told them he was a military worker and was

coming home from Kuwait. The weapon was turned over to the state

fire marshal for safe disposal, officials said.

El Paso shooting: At least 20 dead as gunman opens fire in Texas 
Walmart A gunman armed with an AK-47-style assault rifle opened fire on victims

as young as four months old in Cielo Vista mall at around 10am local

time. Most were shot in a Walmart store within the shopping complex

before the shooter was detained at the scene, police said. US media

outlets named Patrick Crusius, 21, from Allen in Dallas, Texas, as the

suspect. A CCTV image showing a man walking into the mall brandishing

an assault rifle was released by police. He was wearing a dark T-shirt and

ear protectors. Texas, Gov. Greg Abbott said "20 innocent people from El

Paso have lost their lives and more than two dozen more are injured“."We

as a state unite in support of the victims and their family members. We

want to do all we can to assist them," he said.

Senior superintendent Steve Li Kwai-wah of the Organised Crime and Triad Bureau said investigators were

looking into the background of a 27-year-old man who was arrested in connection with the case to

determine if it was related to the mass protest planned for Sunday, which has already sparked concerns

about potential chaos because of a dispute over the route and duration of the march. Two men, both aged

25, were also arrested on Saturday night in connection with the find, one in Tsuen Wan and the other in

Sheung Shui.
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A lone shooter killed nine people in Dayton, Ohio early Sunday before being

shot dead by responding police officers. "We have nine victims deceased...

and we have approximately 16 more victims hospitalized right now in

unknown conditions," Dayton Police Lieutenant Colonel Matt Carper said.

The attacker opened fire around 1:00 am Sunday (0500 GMT) on a street in

the popular bar and nightlife Oregon district. Police were working to identify

the shooter and the FBI were on the scene. "Fortunately we had multiple

officers in the immediate vicinity when this incident started so there was a

very short timeline of violence, for that we've very fortunate," he said,

praising the swift response by officers.

29 killed in two US mass shootings within hours

Buttigieg: America 'Under Attack From Homegrown White 
Nationalist Terrorists'
South Bend, Indiana, Mayor Pete Buttigieg expressed concerns Saturday

that the U.S. is “under attack” by white nationalists carrying out mass

shootings — and those white nationalists have been encouraged by

President Donald Trump. Buttigieg was one of 19 Democratic presidential

candidates speaking at a forum in Las Vegas sponsored by the public-

sector labor union AFSCME. During the event, co-moderated by

HuffPost’s Amanda Terkel and The Nevada Independent’s Jon Ralston,

Loose Bat Terrorizes Spirit Airlines Passengers Mid-Flight
Well, here’s something scarier than Spirit Airlines’ arbitrary fees.

Passengers aboard one of the budget airline’s flights from North Carolina to

New Jersey were spooked Wednesday morning when a bat randomly

began flying around the cabin. Peter Scattini, a 23-year-old passenger on

the 6 a.m. flight from Charlotte to Newark, posted a video of the incident on

Twitter that’ll make some want to clutch their emotional support animals.

Passengers to stack items on top of one another and obstruct X-ray

images.

Two men from Thailand's insurgency-hit south have been arrested and

linked to several small bombs which rattled Bangkok Friday as it hosted a

regional summit attended by US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, leaving

four people wounded but not disrupting the diplomatic event. Thailand,

which has a grim history of political violence and is fighting a long-running

rebellion in the Muslim-majority south, remains deeply divided after a

controversial March election returned a junta to power as a civilian

government. Prime Minister Prayut Chan-O-Cha, who led the former junta,

told reporters "there were nine successful or attempted explosions... we

haven't ruled out any motives."

Bombs rattle Bangkok during ASEAN summit; two suspects held

news broke of a mass shooting in El Paso, Texas, in which at least 20 people were killed and 26 others

injured. Unconfirmed reports indicated the suspected shooter, a 21-year-old from the Dallas area, posted a

manifesto to the 8chan message board hours before the shooting, in which he allegedly professed his white

nationalist ideology and his belief that Texas is under “Hispanic invasion.” Law enforcement officials said

they are aware of the document but have yet to confirm the shooter did, in fact, write it.
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